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3D platform landscape

Java JSR-184 vs Native?
BREW?
Symbian? (+derivatives)
Windows Mobile?
Nokia’s NGI? (”N-Gage 2.0”)
OpenGL ES 1.x, 2.0?
DirectX Mobile?
Playstation portable? Nintendo DS?
Software rendering still required...



3D-engine design goals 
(case: KA3D)

Easily portable (OS and rendering API)
Runs on resource limited platforms
Minimalistic design
Supports shaders
Smooth learning curve for beginners
Smooth workflow for content creation



Rendering abstraction

Minimal layer above platform rendering APIs
Rendering device, texture, primitive list, shader

Flexible vertex and surface formats
Note concept of primitive list instead of vertex 
and index buffer

On some platforms 
sizeof(triangle face) != sizeof(index)*3



Scene graph

Games use almost exclusively this API
”Standard” scene graph features

Transformation hierarchy, 3D-content load/save, 
mesh, skinned mesh, camera, lights, animations, 
particles, etc.

Somewhat similar interfaces to Java JSR-184 
for lowering barrier of entry
Core classes similar to java.lang, java.io, etc.
Floating point based API for user convenience



Shader based architecture

Simple DirectX Effect style shader interface 
used on all platforms

Shader::setVector, setMatrix, etc.

No rendering states exposed
For example: Lighting by shader changing

A shader maps to specific set of rendering 
states on platforms without explicit shader 
support



Example: Shader ’unlit-
textured’ maps to...

unlit-tex.fx on DirectX 9 (HLSL shader)
Set of glXXX calls on OpenGL ES

glEnable(GL_TEXTURE_2D)
glBindTexture(GL_TEXTURE_2D,m_basemap)
...

Use of drawTexturedTriangle function in 
software renderer
GU display list creation on PSP



3D content tool-chain design 
goals

Supports multiple platforms / output formats
Smooth workflow: Direct export to game
Same UI and workflow for both Java and native
”One button export”
Doesn’t hide mistakes
Fast



Modular 3D-exporter design

Goal to minimize platform / 3dsmax specific 
code
Three separate phases of export process: 

1) Collecting data 
2) Processing data (e.g. tri stripping, re-ordering etc)
3) Writing data

Phases 2 and 3 are relatively independent of the 
3D-content creation tool, but somewhat platform 
dependent
No intermediate file format, smoother workflow



Varying vertex formats

Vertex component order hidden
Type/offset enough
Multiple vertex formats handled with the 
same code
Exporter output is in platform format
Packed vertex formats more or less the 
same...



Geometry scale/bias

Clamping crappy for artists
Instead: Normalize, then inverse 
scale/bias
Scale/bias back in runtime
Scale/bias is supported by JSR-184 API 
VertexBuffer
Easy to add to native 3D-engine as well



Texture mapping and tiling

Higher-end platforms are ok, but...
Most JSR-184: Explicit ok, offset/intial outside 
[0,1] not
Some JSR-184: Tiling in one direction / object
Some platforms: Tiling texture size dependent
Some older JSR-184: Tiling doesn’t work at all
So... Test early on the target devices



Content creation for varying 
device profiles

Easiest: Better device, better framerate
Special effects
Selection sets in 3dsmax
Instancing
LOD objects
Texture size
Unique game objects
Tool support to make things convinient, not automatic

E.g. Always save all settings/scene



Screenshots



Racing title 
(software rendering)

Few hundred polys/frame
Drawing area limited on purpose by HUD
12 tracks... Kind of:

3 tracks, raced both directions, two different paths in 
use (=3*2*2)

Many customizable cars... Kind of:
Re-use geometry, just change texture
Use lower level textures for AI cars
Change palette of the cars textures



Darkest Fear 3D
(OpenGL ES, 3D-accelerated)

Running on ATI 
Imageon 2380
~10k polys / frame, 
30 fps



Puzzlescape (PSP) 
(by Farmind Ltd., using KA3D)



Summary

Minimalistic engine design and minimal 
dependencies help feature creep, 
porting, learning and code maintenance
Shaders can simplify engine architecture
Modular design and abstracting vertex 
format and primitive lists reduces a lot of 
platform dependendent code also from 
the tool-chain



Questions?

My contact info:
Jani Kajala
jani@rovio.com
(or kajala@gmail.com)

Tel. +358 456 343 767
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